Abstract
Introduction
Correlation memories have found widespread use in the recognition of binary pattern vectors [3, 41. An important class of correlation memory is the recursive correlation associative memory [3]. Such networks are typified by a node excitation function and a pattern distance measure. As recently demonstrated by Chieuh and Goodman [ 3 ] , the general class of pattern recogniser subsumes a diversity of different memory architectures. If the excitation function is the identity function, then the Hopfield memory [ 13 is obtained. If, on the other hand, the excitation function is exponential then an interesting structure called the exponential correlation associative memory(ECAM) results. Through an analysis of the Lyapanov function, Chieuh and Goodman [3] have shown that the ECAM not only possess monotonic convergence properties, but that there is a suggestion that it has a storage capacity that is exponential in the length of the bit pattems.
In a recent paper, we have developed a Bayesian theory of structural pattem recognition that has many features in common with the ECAM [5] . The most striking of these is that label consistency is gauged by an exponential function of Hamming distance. In fact, we recently showed that the ECAM can be viewed as performing Bayesian pattern restoration via gradient ascent on a configurational probability measure [5].
Using the Bayesian framework provided by our previous work [ 5 ] we focus in this paper on the storage capacity of the ECAM when the input pattems have non-vanishing error probabilities. This is in direct contrast to the approach of both Chieuh and Goodman [ 3 ] , and Hancock and Pelillo [ 5 ] , and leads to an expression for the storage capacity in terms of both the length of bit-patterns and the bit-corruption probability. Finally, we demonstrate experimentally that our analysis accurately predicts the behaviour of real ECAM's. In addition we show that there is an optimal choice of the exponential constant of the ECAM for which the ECAM outperforms our storage limit.
Associative Memories
The ECAM is an instance of a more general associative memory model which Chiueh and Goodman [ 3 ] called the recursive correlation associative memory (RCAM). The network is composed of N computational nodes, and at any particular stage of updating each node will be in one of the binary states denoted by R E {-1, l}. The particular realisation of the labelling of the node indexed j is denoted by s j . With this notation, the global state of the network is represented by the configuration of binary values Now, suppose that we have access to a set of training pattems. Typically, these would be configurations of binary labels which we want to recover from an initial inconsistent state of the network. Assume that there are 2 such global patterns denoted by A P = { Xj" E R, V j = 1 . . . N } . According to this notation, p is the pattem index and A; is the binary value assigned to the site indexed j by the p t h training pattern.
With these ingredients, the dynamical behaviour of an RCAM is governed by the following updating rule In a recent study Hancock and Pelillo [5] have shown that the ECAM update rule can be derived using a simple Bayesian model of iterative pattem recall. The update rule for maximum-likelihood pattem reconstruction via gradient ascent is given by sJp] is the Hamming distance between the input pattem S and the stored pattem A p . Ignorring multiplicative factors which are constant for fixedlength pattems, the update rule may be simplified to According to the Bayes treatment, the constant of exponentiation k is equal to :In 2 , where p is the bit-error probability in the pattem. Provided p < $, then IC > 0. Furthermore it is interesting to note that as p approaches $ from below, then limp, -IC = 0, and the exponentials appearing in the update rule can be approximated in a linear manner producing the Hopfield dynamical [ 11 rule.
Pattern Storage and Error Rates
('P )
The storage capacity of a memory is generally defined as the number of pattems for which the memory can recover the input pattem with no error. However there are some problems with applying this definition to associative memories. In the first instance, the nature of the stored pattems is random. By chance a difficult distribution of pattems may render the memory ineffective. Moreover, a badly corrupted input pattem may also make recovery impossible. In other words, there is always some probability of error when recovering a pattem from the memory. In this case, the error rate is a more appropriate measure of the performance of a memory [3].
In accordance with this observation, and in keeping with the philosophy of pattem recovery, we set the target error rate to some small value and measure the number of pattems which can be stored before the error rate of the ECAM reaches this value. In the simulations which we present later-on in Section 5 we have taken the error rate of f bit per pattem to indicate the onset of recall errors.
It is informative at this stage to examine the storage capacity of some of the limits of the ECAM. In the case of a small exponential constant 5 , the memory performs the action of a Hopfield network. The storage capacity of this network is known to be 2 = 0.14N [ 2 ] , but this limit only applies to uncorrupted input pattems. Indeed, the Hopfield networks ability to recover from significant input pattem error is rather limited.
The second limit of interest is the case of hard exponentials (large IC) and small errors in the input pattem. For example, Chiueh and Goodman [3] assume that the input pattern is closest in terms of Hamming distance to the prototype pattem. Study of the dynamics of the ECAM reveal that, by making IC arbitrarily large, convergence to the closest pattem can be guaranteed. The storage capacity in this case is either infinite or govemed by multiple pattem degeneracy. The bit-error rate is zero and the probability of recovering the wrong pattem is P,
The Hamming Distance Picture
To understand the update dynamics of the ECAM, it is instructive to study how the Hamming distance is distributed for realistic pattem classification problems. The distribution has two components. The first reflects the effect of noise corruption on perfect pattems producing departures from zero Hamming distance. The second is due to the distribution of Hamming distance between the different stored pattems-we refer to this as the background Hamming distance. In the following we refer to the Hamming distance of the input pattem to the prototype pattem as H , and the Hamming distance to some background pattern as Hb.
Consider a noise corrupted pattem indexed s. If the bit corruption is memoryless, then the Hamming distance to the true uncorrupted prototype of this pattern is equal to the number of bit errors. In this case H , follows the binomial
To describe the Hamming distribution between the competing stored patterns requires a model of the structure of the pattem space. The basic assumption is that the pattems are random bit pattems. If we confine our attention to the case when the bits occur with equal probability, we obtain the following distribution for unrelated pattems
The input pattern to the ECAM is also subject to a probabilistic error process. In other words each pattern-bit has some probability p of being corrupted in a uniform memoryless corruption process. The Hamming distance from the prototype pattern is governed by equation (4). We now examine the performance of the ECAM in the limit where IC is large. In this case the contribution to the energy from the nearest pattern can be made arbitrarily larger than all other pattems, and therefore the memory will converge to the pattern of minimum Hamming distance.
Pattern Error
The first step towards understanding the storage capacity of the ECAM is to calculate the probability of erroneous pattern recall P,,,. We commence by using the signal and background Hamming distributions to compute the probability that any single stored pattern has a Hamming distance smaller or equal to that for the correct pattern which is indexed s, i.e., P, = P ( H s 5 Hb). This goal is achieved by performing a discrete convolution of binomial distributions given in (4) and (5) 
At large values of N, the second summation is dominated by the term in which the signal and background patterns have identical Hamming distance. In other words, P(Hb = H,) >> P(Hb < Hs). We can then rewrite this sum as
The condition for error is that at least one of the 2 -1 competing background patterns produces a configuration with Hamming distance equal to H,, and in this case, the probability of recovering the wrong pattern is 1/2. The background patterns can be regarded as independent events each of which has a uniform probability P(Hb 5 H,) of causing an error. These conditions specify a binomial distribution for the number of potential error-producing patterns. As a result, the probability of misclassifying the true pattern as any of the remaining 2 -1 background patterns is
Gaussian Pattern Corruption
Unfortunately, the binomial coefficient expansions entering the expression for the recall error are not tractable in closed-form. We therefore replace the binomial expressions for the signal and background distributions by Gaussian approximations. These approximations can be expected to be valid at moderate levels of p and fail as p -+ 0, when
a Poisson distribution is more appropriate. In the case of the signal distribution which has mean N p and variance Np( 1 -p ) , the approximating Gaussian is (8) The background, on the other hand, has mean N/2 and variance N/4. As a result the approximating Gaussian is After some analysis, it follows from equation (6) that the probability of a background pattern having equal Hamming distance to the prototype pattern is given by
Storage capacity
According to our background distribution, then if an input pattern is misclassified, then there are on average N/2 bit errors. In our experimental work we deem recall to have succeeded if there is on average less than half a bit-error per pattern. For such patterns P,,, $ = $ and in consequence P,,, = h. As a result, and using the small P, approximation discussed above, the limit on the storage capacity is given by 2 = 1 + &. Substituting for P, from equation (9), the storage capacity is given by This result makes clear that there is an interplay between the length of the memory patterns and the fraction of bit-errors p on the input patterns in determining the storage capacity of the memory. This result is applicable when the exponential constant is large and the corruption probability is moderate.
As mentioned earlier, when the exponential constant is small, the memory performs the action of a Hopfield network and has no significant ability to recover from corrupt inputs. At moderate levels of k however, the memory performs well. However, the analysis of storage capacity in this case is not tractable because our assumption of convergence to the nearest pattem is not valid. Intuitively we might expect the dynamics of the ECAM to be influenced by local densities in the pattern space, and since the density around the correct pattern will on average be higher, convergence to the correct pattern will be improved. This observation is confirmed in the next section. Our results show that there is an optimal value for the constant which gives some 5-10% improvement in the storage capacity. 
Experiments and Conclusions
Our experiments are based on random bit patterns containing equal proportions of of high and low bits. We load the memory with a controlled number of pattems. We select memory patterns at random and then randomly flip each bit with a probability p . The bits of the corrupted input pattems are iteratively updated according to equation 2. The final pattem of bits is compared with its uncorrupted version originally loaded into the memory. The bit error rate is the Hamming distance between the output of the ECAM and the prototype pattern. This error rate is averaged over a large number of runs to determine mean and variance. We increase the number of pattems loaded into the memory until the average error rate rises above half a bit per pattem.
The results of our experiments are summarised in Figure  1 which shows the experimental and theoretical values of the maximum number pattems that can be loaded into the memory before the onset of recall errors. The results are presented for various pattem vector lengths and for various levels of input pattem corruption. The main features to note are that the theoretical and experimental values are in good agreement, although the theoretical values appear to consistently overestimate the experimental values by a small amount. The second feature to note is that the storage capacity falls with increasing bit errors on the input patterns.
In Figure 2 we show a plot of the number of successful pattem recalls as a function of the exponential constant IC. This experiment is based on pattems which have an initial bit-error probability of 0.143. There are several features of this plot that deserve further comment. In the first instance, as the exponential constant approaches zero, i.e. the memory approaches the soft-limit where it approximates the Hopfield network, then so the number of recalled pattems decreases rapidly. Secondly, as the exponential constant becomes increasingly large, i.e. the exponentials approach their hard-limit, then so the number of recalled patterns becomes largely insensitive to the exponential constant. Finally, there is an optimal value of k for which the storage capacity is 10% greater than the hard limit. This corresponds to a value of k = 1.0. This value is close to the value of 0.90 suggested by Hancock and Pelillo [5] .
To conclude, the analysis presented in this paper has revealed that the effective storage capacity of the ECAM is much smaller than either exponential limits suggested by the analysis of Chieuh and Goodman [3] or the Kanerva picture [6], when presented with corrupt input pattems. Moreover, our theoretical result is supported by experiment.
